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The!Caraka!Sa"hit#! lists! three!general! types!of!disease! that!may!afflict!
humans:! endogenetic! (nija),! exogenetic! (#gantu),! and! mental! (m#nasa).!





tient.! In! the! case! of! endogenetic! “seizing! afflictions”! (grahab#dhas),!
treatment!may!also! involve! recourse! to!divine!assistance! through!offer-
ings!(e.g.,!bali!and!p$j#).!Exogenetic!diseases!are!generally!attributable!
to! influences! from!outside!of! the!body,!such!as!demons,!gods,!poisons,!
and!war.!Above!all,!the!Caraka!Sa"hit#!stresses!that!a!person’s!individ-
ual!actions!(that! is,!one’s!karma)!give!rise! to!diseases!of! the!exogenetic!
type.! Mental! diseases! arise! from! a! combination! of! desires! and! acquisi-
tions,!especially!the!incongruity!between!a!person’s!desires!and!acquisi-
tions.!!
! Of! these! three! types! of! disease,! the! mental! type! in! particular! gave!
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what! one! doesn’t! want.”! This! reading,! Wujastyk! has! noted,! “scarcely!
seems! a! reason! for! derangement”! (Wujastyk! 2003,! 31! n.! 29).! Yet,! we!
submit! that! Cakrap#$i’s! commentary! on! the! Caraka! Sa"hit#,! the!





When!a!person!gets!what! is!not!wanted!and! is!separated! from!plea-
surable!things,!then!grief,!etc!arises.!Yet!it!was!just!read![in!the!Cara-







the!wanted!and! the!unwanted!cause!mental!disease,! the!routes! in!which!
they! produce! disease! are! different.! The! acquisition! of! that! which! is!
wanted! is! initiated! by! desire! (k#ma),! ecstasy! (har'a),! etc.,! whereas! the!
acquisition! of! that! which! is! unwanted! is! initiated! by! grief! ((oka),! etc.3!
Elsewhere! in! the!Caraka!Sa"hit#! the!emergence!of!mental!diseases!are!
linked!to!the!gu)as:!the!attainment!of!what!is!wanted!through!an!increase!
of!rajas!and! the!attainment!of!what! is!unwanted! through!an! increase!of!
tamas.4!!!




! 2!!%yurvedad&pik#! on! CS! S%trasth#na! 11.45:! i&'al#bh#jj#yate! k#mahar&#di(!
ani&'apriyavi-yog#dil#bh#cca! )ok#daya(! yadi! v#! i&'asy#l#bh#ll#bh#cc#ni&'asya! iti!
p#'ha(!atra!tu!p#'he!cak#r#di&'al#bho!’pi!heturboddhavya(.!
! 3!!CS! S%trasth#na! 11.39! presents! a! list! of! similar! mental! characteristics! (e.g.,! fear,!
grief,!anger,!greed,! infatuation,!etc)! that!are!said! to!be!unfavourable!actions!of! the!
mind.!
! 4!!CS! S%trasth#na! 28.36-40.! V#gbha'a! supports! this! gu)a-mental! illness! association:!
rajastama)ca!manaso!dvau!ca!do&#vud#h*tau!(AHS!S%trasth#na!1.21).!
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things! that! they! do! want! similarly! aggravate! people’s! ability! to! think!
clearly.! Both! experiences,! in! other! words,! produce! what! Caraka! and!
Cakrap#$i! refer! to! as! “a! violation! of! knowledge”! (prajñ#par#dha).5!
Cakrap#$i’s!interpretation!that!mental!illness!arises!in!people!for!simply!
having!wanted!(i'*a)!something!and!then!getting!that!thing,!suggests!that!




tal! distress,! the! absolute! requisite! task! is! to! know! oneself.! Even! when!
people! get! what! they! want,! that! is! to! say,! if! they! do! not! know! what! is!
good!for!them,!mental!troubles!will!arise.!!
! The!Caraka!Sa"hit#!states!several! things! that!a!person!fraught!with!
mental!illness!should!do!for!therapy,!such!as!discriminate!between!things!
that!are!good!and!bad!and!pursue!the!goals!of!dharma,!artha,!and!k#ma.6!
The! verse! ends! with! the! following! counsel! to! the! mentally! ill:! “One!
should!properly!strive!after!knowledge!of!#tman,!de(a,!kula,!k#la,!bala,!
and! (akti,! and! serve! people! who! are! learned! about! that! [knowledge].”7!






Who! am! I?! What! is! good! for! me?! Knowledge! of! #tman.! What! is!
de(a?!What! is!appropriate! in! this![de(a]?!Knowledge!of!de(a.!In! the!
same!way,!knowledge!of!k#la,!et!cetera!should!also!be!known.9!
!
How!are!we! to! read! the! compound! listing! the!different! types! of!know-
ledge!in!Caraka’s!statement?!Cakrap#$i!does!not!parse!it.!We!shall!sug-
————— 














gories,! each! of! which! stands! in! a! genitive! relation! to! the! term! “know-
ledge”! (jñ#na).10!In!grammatical! terms,! this! reading!consists!of!one!co-
pulative! compound! within! the! overall! genitive! compound.! Parsed! this!
way,! the! translation! ! reads:! knowledge! of! self! (#tman),! knowledge! of!
location! (de(a),! knowledge! of! family! (kula),! knowledge! of! time! (k#la),!
knowledge!of!strength!(bala),!and!knowledge!of!ability!((akti).!
! While! this! is! an! acceptable! translation! of! the! passage! in! terms! of!
grammar,!it!is!not,!we!propose,!satisfactory!for!the!context.!Cakrap#$i!is!
interpreting! a! passage! about! mental! illness.! Extreme! feelings,! such! as!
grief,!envy,!and!lust,!as!well!as!euphoria!and!jubilation,!underlie!mental!
illness!in!the!Sanskrit!medical!classics;!these!feelings!have!the!power!to!
disconnect!people’s!perceptions!of! themselves! from! reality,!which! is! to!
say,!from!who!they!really!are!and!how!they!relate!to!others!and!the!world!
around! them.!Even! if! the!categories!of!knowledge! just! listed!are! impor-







Sanskrit! medical! literature,! would! be! to! take! Cakrap#$i’s! self-reflexive!
enquiry—“Who!am!I?!And!what!is!good!for!me?”—as!a!cue!to!read!Ca-
raka’s! statement!as!a! recommendation! to!physicians! to!encourage! their!
patients! to! (re)establish! their! self-knowledge.! To! answer! the! question!




elsewhere! in! the! Caraka! Sa"hit#.11!The! term! #tman! here! is! simply! the!
reflexive! pronoun,! “oneself,”! and! it! is! meant! to! account! for! a! person’s!
physical! presence.! So,! to! the! question,! “Who! am! I?,”! Cakrap#$i! effec-
tively! answers:! I! am! a! breathing! body! right! here,! right! now,! and! the!
knowledge! of! the! #tman! that! is! good! for! me! in! this! particular! medical!
————— 











one!actually! stands! in! the!world.!The!grammatical!configuration!of! the!








these! medical! sources! it! is! useful! to! consider! treatments! prescribed! for!
exogenetic!and!mental!diseases!in!the!seventh!chapter!of!the!S%trasth#na!
of! the! Caraka! Sa"hit#.! In! his! commentary! on! this! section,! Cakrap#$i!




again! when! he! takes! it! up! in! his! %yurvedad&pik#! on! Caraka’s! eleventh!




tion”! (de(asya! jñ#nam)! and! also! “knowledge! of! one’s! own! location”!
(#tmana+!de(asya! jñ#nam).!The!first!gloss!provides!a!general! idea!(i.e.,!
the!s#m#nya! jñ#nam)!of! the!relationship!between!knowledge!and!place,!





to! the!other! terms!on! the! list,!such!as! time! (k#la),! family! (kula),!ability!












just! the! human! body,! but! also! the! entirety! of! a! person’s! physical! exis-
tence.!And!yet! the! term!#tman! in! the!medical!context!also!means!much!
more!than!this,!for!in!some!cases!it!means!the!transcendent!self,!the!cor-






mok'a! (“release”! from!sa"s#ra).13!The! idea! that!#tman!equals!brahman!
is!perhaps!the!most!widely!known!understanding!of!#tman!today,!due!in!
large!part! to! the!popularity!of! the!eighth!century!C.E.!Advaita!Ved#ntic!
philosopher,!-a.kara,!who!espoused! the!monistic! (or!non-dualisitc)!eq-
uation! that! the!#tman!is! identical! to!brahman.!But!as!Matthew!Kapstein!
(2003,!37-38,!55-59)!and!Patrick!Olivelle! (1996,!xlix)!have! shown,! the!
semantic!range!of!the!word!“#tman”!in!Indian!history!has!been!far!more!
multidimensional! than!-a.kara’s!rigid!rendering!of! it.!And! the!Sanskrit!
medical!classics!bear!this!out.!!
! In! the!medical!context,! the! term!#tman! in! the!phrase!“knowledge!of!
#tman”!(#tmajñ#na)!carries! two!different! layers!of!meaning.!One! is! the!
self! without! qualities.! In! Caraka’s! phrasing! this! #tman! is! “unchang-
ing…eternal,! the! seer! that! observes! all! actions.”! The! second! one! is! the!
bodied!#tman,!or!“one’s!physical! self!with!consciousness,!being,!quali-
ties,!and!sense!organs.”14!The!assorted!uses!of!the!term!#tman!in!classical!
Sanskrit!medical! literature!are!often!nuanced!only!slightly.! In!some! in-
————— 
! 13!!CS! -#r,rasth#na! 1.70-85;! 5.11-12.! We! borrow! the! phrase! “hyper-mortality”! to! de-
scribe!sa"s#ra!from!Kapstein!2003,!68.!!!















cal! body;! in! other! instances! the! term! #tman! clearly! signifies! the! non-
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